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FINIA is turning TEN 
 
When FINIA was founded in December 2005, the catalyst was a two-day gathering of a large number of 
groups and agencies at Dilli Village, Fraser Island, organised by the Burnett Mary Regional Group.  Nobody  
then could have imagined that an organisation that has a set of objectives but no formal constitution, and 
therefore no formal membership, could have survived for so long and achieved so much just through 
communication and collaboration.   

 
As an activist, over the last 10 years I 
have experienced at first hand the 
benefits brought by the cooperation 
between the parties to FINIA, all of which 
are keen to see the best outcome for the 
natural integrity of Fraser Island.  Below 
are just a few examples of these many 
collaborations, without which we would 
not have made as much progress in our 
efforts to maintain Fraser Island’s natural 
integrity.  
 
Kingfisher:  While not part of FINIA, the 
Kingfisher Group has made a significant 
contribution to Fraser Island’s natural 
integrity by offering free ferry travel to 
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Welcome to the second edition of the FINIA 
newsletter for 2015, keeping FINIA members 
up to date with the current FINIA projects.   

We’d also like to welcome Kellyanne Martin to 
the FINIA team.  Kellyanne has taken over the 
job as volunteer website host and editor for our 
newsletter.  Thanks Kellyanne! 

Our next FINIA Meeting is scheduled for 10am 
to 2pm on Thursday 27 August.  The meeting 
will be held in the Reception Room at the 
Maryborough Town Hall (thanks again to Fraser 
Coast Regional Council for donating the venue). 
A light lunch will also be provided courtesy of 
the BMRG.    

Please email any agenda items to 
contactFINIA@gmail.com 

Another team of volunteers benefit from Kingfisher Group’s support to travel to 
Fraser Island for work projects. 

mailto:contactFINIA@gmail.com
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volunteers working on natural integrity projects on the island.  Eurong Resort offers accommodation for 
overflow volunteers.  In return volunteers have made a significant contribution to providing a more natural, 
weed-free landscape setting for the resort.  That and other parts of Eurong have benefitted from plants 
provided by the Kingfisher nursery. Eurong Resort’s cooperation has enabled a highly productive 
partnership to function with greater effectiveness in Fraser Island’s most visited single site.  
 
Council:  The Fraser Coast Regional 
Council carries out its own obligatory 
programs of weed control, but its 
collaboration to help volunteers 
working on Fraser Island’s weeds 
extends much further.  Using a BMRG 
and other grants, FIDO has produced 
some attractive and helpful guides for 
landholders on what to plant and what 
to eradicate; the Council played a key 
role in distributing these to relevant 
ratepayers. The Council also played a 
seminal role in transforming a barren 
roundabout at the entrance of Eurong 
into an attractive demonstration 
garden, which is now being extended 
into the resort grounds.  The Council 
has also provided FIDO access to 
storage space for its tools and 
equipment in a shared facility. Without this FIDO could not operate as efficiently at Eurong.  
 
Happy Valley:  To work in Happy Valley, FIDO needed a base and storage for our equipment.  There was 
ready and willing cooperation from the Fraser Island Retreat.  When we needed a site for a new rain gauge 
in the public interest, the most suitable site was on the Resort’s property and this is another important 
collaboration.   

 
QPWS:  The collaborations between 
the Queensland Parks and Wildlife 
Service and volunteer groups are many 
and varied.  When FIDO needed a sign 
shelter moved from one site where it 
was rarely seen to a more central 
location, this huge challenge was made 
easy when QPWS stepped in with a 
tractor to do the heavy lifting.  When a 
chainsaw was needed for some heavy 
weeds, the QPWS stepped in again.  
Among other ways, they have also 
helped with a tractor to clean up 
Problem Corner and provided us with 
chemicals at times.  Without the 
support of QPWS, FIDO could not have 
achieved so much in Eurong. 
 
Many other collaborations have 

developed.   The cooperation from residents and property owners has been greatly facilitated by the Fraser 
Island Association.   The facilitator in all of this continues to be FINIA, which is improving cooperation 
through better communication and networking between the key players working to protect Fraser Island 
(K’Gari’s) natural integrity. 

John Sinclair (AO), FIDO 

Volunteers and Council workers collaboratively create Eurong demonstration garden 
in the roundabout, transforming the visual approach to Eurong 

QPWS Tractor and Rangers relocate the sign shelter on weeds to a more central 
location in Eurong 
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Old Photos Revive Memories 
 
Sue Sargent was instrumental in bringing FINIA collaborators together back in 2005 and along with the 
BMRG deserves credit for the creation of this wonderful collaboration.  She continues to be FINIA’s chief 
inspirer and facilitator. Recently, in the lead up to FINIA’s 10th Anniversary celebrations at Dilli Village, Sue 
circulated data about the founding of FINIA to the steering committee.  Alongside the notes and details of 
the original Dilli Village meeting were a 
fascinating set of photos taken during that 
meeting and the coinciding inspections.  
These reminded us both of the problems we 
identified during that initial gathering, as well 
as of the people who attended.  
 
Among the photos documenting the 
problems encountered, it was interesting to 
recall what we had seen of the sisal weed 
problem at Bogimbah around the site of 
many Butchulla graves.  Other photos were of 
Eurong, where the problems were many and 
varied.  I was amazed to note how many 
photos in the album featured an area that I 
have dubbed ‘Problem Corner’.  It had the 
largest and densest assortment of weeds in 
all of Eurong.  The problems were 
compounded after 2005, with an increase in general rubbish disposal in the area making it much harder 
and more dangerous to access and deal with the weeds.   
 
Sue’s photos also highlighted the problems of dumping garden waste and lawn clippings in the bush.  Lawn 
clippings serve as seedbeds for many weeds, and larger rubbish items make accessing problem areas for 
weed treatment more difficult; from FINIA’s inception, management of garden waste has been priority. 
 
Addressing the problems of improper disposal of garden waste has also been high on FIDO’s agenda.  One 
step towards resolving the matter has been the erection in strategic locations of large special bins 
exclusively for lawn clippings.  This has effectively eliminated the problem of people dumping lawn 
clippings in Eurong’s bush areas or adding them to illegal rubbish heaps.   

 
Other photos reminded us of who else was 
at the meeting ten years ago.  Sadly 
George Haddock has passed on and other 
participants have followed their careers 
elsewhere, but many stalwart supporters 
of FINIA remain, including ‘JoJo’ Gala, who 
recently spent a break on the island 
weeding and helping in the monitoring 
programs.   
 
FINIA has achieved so much in these last 10 
years, with thanks due to a wealth of 
supporters and partners. More than 
offering a trip down memory lane, these 
photos should inspire us to look forward to 
the next 10 years and all that we can 
achieve together. 

John Sinclair (AO), FIDO 

This photo captured a person tipping out lawn clippings, adding to the weed 
problems at ‘Problem Corner’ 

Joe Gala was one of the three Butchulla to attend the inaugural 2005 FINIA 
meeting.  He was recently photographed helping improve the natural integrity of 
Eurong 
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Visitor Centres Vital to Public Natural History Appreciation 
 
Because visitor centres play such an important role in elevating public appreciation and understanding of 
complex natural ecosystems, I have become a passionate advocate for having a world class visitor centre 
for Fraser Island.   
 
Having seen visitor centres in all other states and many overseas countries, I am appalled at the lack of 
visitor centres in Queensland national parks and at how poorly those visitor centres that Queensland does 
have compare with their interstate counterparts.  There are some great visitor centres in Queensland, but 
these have not been developed by the Queensland Government.  Rather, they have grown out of 
community and commercial interests with strong local government support.   
 
If anyone wants to appreciate good national park visitor centres, they need to look at Tasmania and the 
Northern Territory.  I never cease to be impressed by the visitor centre in the Desert Wildlife Park or at 
Cradle Mountain.  Both of these provide unforgettable vistas looking out into the natural environment 
being protected.  This is why Maaroom is my 
preference for siting a visitor centre for Fraser 
Island and Great Sandy Strait.  Moreover, 
Maaroom is much more accessible than 
commonly thought.     
 
In Queensland I have been particularly struck by 
some visitor centres.  The visitor centre for the 
World Heritage Riversleigh Fossil Fields is located 
in Mt Isa, about 200 kms from Riversleigh.  This 
centre is privately run and seems to have been 
created through a local government initiative. It is 
supported by admission fees ($12.00 per adult, 
with concession prices for pensioners and 
children). 
 
The Age of Dinosaurs Museum has a spectacular 
1,800 hectare location atop a large mesa donated 
to the foundation 20 kms outside Winton.  It is 
such a ‘must-see’ that it causes people to stay an 
extra day in Winton.  Interestingly, it was built by 
a private foundation in a collaborative effort 
supported by $500,000 from the Queensland 
Government’s Q150 Legacy Infrastructure 
funding, $500,000 from Winton Shire Council, 
plus more funding from other sources.  The 
museum is now mostly financially self-supporting 
but continues to seek widely for more funds.   
 
Queensland’s Outback has a number of visitor centres of sorts.  However, almost all of these are associated 
with historical museums, which receive some funding and support from local and state governments.  
Some though have been much more ambitious, to the point that they are now vital to the economy of 
some Queensland communities.  Longreach, for example, has the Stockman’s Hall of Fame and the Qantas 
Museum, while Barcaldine has the Workers’ Heritage Centre and Blackall has its wool scour.  All of these 
are focussed on history and all have received government funding to help establish them.  There is no 
reason why visitor centres that are explaining and presenting natural history should not receive the same 
level of public support.   
 

Few places in Australia offer such easy access to a comparably large 
assemblage of birds 
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The Great Barrier Reef Aquarium in Townsville is the effective visitor centre for this large World Heritage 
area.  It focuses on presenting the natural history of the reef, and does so with suck success that thousands 
of visitors annually extend their Townsville stay by a day.  This visitor centre opened in 1987 as part of the 
Bicentennial Commemorative Project, meaning its establishment was paid for by the Commonwealth 
Government.  Visitors now pay $28 per adult to explore this amazing facility.   
 
Having explored so many visitor centres during my 25 years leading GO BUSH Safaris to every state in 
Australia, I have long deliberated on what sort of visitor centre is need for Fraser Island.  I am not in favour 
of siting it on Fraser Island, and I note that many visitor centres that really work, such as the Great Barrier 
Reef Centre or the Riversleigh Fossil Centre, are not located within the areas they are interpreting.  My 
preferred site for the Fraser Island visitor centre is Maaroom.  It is close to Maryborough, only five 
kilometres from the Cooloola Coast Road, and offers spectacular views of the Ramsar listed Great Sandy 
Strait and across the water to World Heritage listed Fraser Island. It is also one of the best bird-watching 
sites in Queensland for migratory waders and it offers no distractions to appreciating the area’s natural 
history. 

John Sinclair (AO), FIDO 
 

What have Maryborough Heritage Houses to do with FINIA? 
 
FINIA and others concerned with preserving natural integrity can learn important lessons by examining why 
so many of the wonderful heritage houses of Maryborough have been preserved, restored and protected 
without any conservation orders applying to them. 
 
I grew up in Maryborough and spent the first half of my life there. I still love the place.  This once 
prosperous river port city for decades escaped the development and re-development boom that has 
transformed most other Queensland regional centres.  The result was that Maryborough was left with the 
best assemblage of vernacular architecture in the form of its wonderful and unique old ‘Queenslander’ 
wooden houses.  However, these are difficult and expensive to upkeep: paint and deteriorating wood is 
costly and difficult to replace and renew. Thus, during the 1950s to 1970s many were destroyed, replaced 
or modified.   

 
In the mid-1980s, Maryborough’s locals 
began to appreciate the heritage value 
of these unique buildings.  Despite 
modern homes costing less and usually 
being better designed functionally, 
people were willing to pay a premium to 
be the proud possessors of a heritage 
home, all extra expenses included.  The 
result is the lavishing of love and care on 
hundreds of homes that can’t be taken 
to vintage car rallies or even placed in 
any competition.   
 
 

Now these houses are being lovingly cared for and renovated in their original style.  Some wrecks, far from 
being destroyed, have been painstakingly restored with a passionate pride.  This has been accomplished 
without any legal status being given to the houses. The National Trust hasn’t listed them, and most have no 
other preservation orders placed on them.   
 
Maryborough thus demonstrates the major benefit of people having a greater appreciation of unique 
heritage value. The zeal to preserve displayed here is an interesting phenomenon of developing community 
pride as a basis for the better management of our heritage. While this example relates to our built heritage, 
it can easily be extended to protecting our natural heritage. Recall that community proprietorial response 
made oil-drilling on the Great Barrier Reef unthinkable, and an Australia-wide sense of ownership stopped 

Maryborough’s heritage houses have strong public appeal 
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the Tasmanian Government destroying the Tasmanian wilderness to generate hydro-electricity. The more 
people who take pride in and value our heritage, be it Maryborough’s heritage houses or the natural 
integrity of a unique asset such as World Heritage Fraser Island (K’gari), the more ‘watchdogs’ there will be 
out to protect it.     
 
For K’gari, if more people can be brought to appreciate the island’s natural values, this will increase the 
numbers prepared to act to preserve and/or restore its natural integrity. It boils down to a matter of pride. 
Thus, the greatest value of World Heritage status isn’t the additional legal layer of protection added by the 
Commonwealth assuming some responsibilities, but more particularly the layer of protection that comes 
from a public that recognises in the status the site’s unique heritage value. 
 
One of FINIA’s challenges is to engender in the public a pride and passion for K’gari similar to that of 
Maryborough home owners for their heritage houses. A visitor centre where people can learn about 
K’gari’s natural values would go a long way towards achieving this. This explains why FIDO so passionately 
wants to see an impressive visitor centre created for Fraser Island and Great Sandy Strait sooner rather 
than later. 

John Sinclair (AO), FIDO 

End of an Era… 
 
John Sinclair and Su Dawson from Fraser Island Defenders Organisation (FIDO) hosted their last weeding 
trip to Eurong as group leaders in May this year. This was quite a momentous occasion as John has been 
leading groups of volunteers to carry out weed work on Fraser Island for over 10 years. 
  
Under the stewardship of John and Su, one aspect of the Eurong project has been to demonstrate to 
landholders the positive attractions of growing only natives and replacing exotic species.  This is done 
mainly through demonstration gardens at the Eurong Resort, from which many of the worst weeds 
originated.   
 
Another facet has been dealing with the weeds 
that have escaped from the gardens and 
invaded the surrounding bush.  The project has 
given higher priority to the larger weeds, such 
as lantana, Easter Cassia and Brazilian Cherries, 
due to their potential to have the greatest 
ecological impact on the forest.  However, 
while there has been notable success in 
reducing and almost completely eliminating 
these in the urban area, other weeds have now 
become a higher priority because their 
windblown seeds have been dispersed much 
further than previously known. These weeds 
are now well established outside the dingo 
fence and tracking them down will be a 
challenge for the future.  
  
FIDO’s project also engages volunteers in the monitoring of the natural integrity of Fraser Island. A project 
to assess the environmental impacts of sediments being washed off the roads is now being developed and 
refined in collaboration with the University of the Sunshine Coast.  
  
John and Su will continue to be involved in maintaining the natural integrity of Fraser Island, however 
Maree Prior from Cooloola Coastcare will be taking the central role in leading the groups of volunteers in 
the future. 
  
Thank you to John and Su for your tireless contribution over many years.  

Kath Nash, BMRG 

John and Sue receiving their certificate of appreciation, and a nice bottle of 
Shiraz 
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Injecting the chemical using the Sidewinder tool 

 

Treatment of Planthopper on Pandanus 
 
Over 8–11 June, members of the Lower Mary 
River Land and Catchment Care Group, Don 
Bradley, Lesley Bradley and Janet Price, 
treated 160 Pandanus plants at Kingfisher 
Bay Resort and Beach Front against 
infestation by Jamella australiae (Pandanus 
Planthopper). An effort was made to locate 
all plants at the resort.  
 
In addition to the 160 plants treated, 25 
plants were found to be infected with 
Jamella, including three in very poor 
condition; a further three dead plants were 
found. Treatment was with 50% Confidor, 
and involved injecting trunks and low 
braches, or in the case of smaller plants, 
spraying leaves and squirting the crowns. 
Size of tree and type of branching determined the number of injections per tree: trees head high received 
one injection; taller, single trunk trees received two injections; trees branching up high received three 
injections; and large trees branching received two injections per branch where branches could be reached. 
Infected trees were marked with blue paint.  
 
Funding for this project was supplied by a BMRG-Chemical grant, and thanks go to QPWS for supplying the 
Sidewinder tool and training for the injections, and to Kingfisher Bay Resort for providing barge passes and 
accommodation. 

Lesley Bradley, Lower Mary River Land and Catchment Care Group 
 

AJEM Special Issue, ‘Future of an icon’, now available!  
 
In our last FINIA newsletter, we introduced a new paper on Fraser Island, published by the Australian  
Journal of Environmental Management (AJEM). This paper was one of eight comprising a then-forthcoming 
special issue: Future of an Icon: K’gari-Fraser Island, climate change and social expectations. This special 
issue is now out!  
 
In addition to covering diverse topics—dingo conservation, the dingo as an icon, the impact of tourism 
representation on opportunities for the Butchulla people, the impact of camping on water quality, the 
implications of past environmental change for the future of K’gari-Fraser Island, spatial databases for 
research and management, cultural philosophy, and the kind of icon that K’gari-Fraser should be—this 
special issue has been recognised for its valuable scholarly contribution, with three papers having been 
long-listed, and one proceeding to the short-list, for AJEM’s annual best paper award.  
 
The rationale for this special issue lies in the pressure K’gari-Fraser Island is under in a changing global 
environment. The unique hydrologic and vegetation environments of K’gari-Fraser Island were driven by 
succession, fire and climatic change during the accumulated evolution of a series of 100-thousand-year 
cycles. The future of K’gari-Fraser Island is subject to significant changes in the way it is valued as a result of 
World Heritage listing, and increasingly as a tourism resource rather than a conservation asset. These global 
social and environmental changes have implications for how planning for policy and management must 
emerge. 
 
International obligations under the World Heritage Convention can only be met if the island is protected 
from destructive influences. Current state-based resourcing and policy meets state government policy 
priorities. However, it is federal obligations for Australia’s responsibilities under the global Convention that 
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USC PhD student Laura Simmons, in the field 

The endangered swamp orchid, Phaius australis 

will protect the World Heritage values. Changes in the legal basis for management are needed to reflect the 
importance of World Heritage listing.  
 
Recommendations for protecting the diverse World Heritage values for K’gari-Fraser Island in this special 
issue include: 

• systematic changes in Australia’s legislative system to improve potential to meet Australia’s 
obligations under the World Heritage Convention; 

• review of World Heritage listing to include values based on cultural multiplicity and diversity of 
Butchulla people, with improved mechanisms for economic benefit beyond involvement in 
management; 

• cultural recognition of intrinsic value of nature to engender context-sensitive behaviours and visitor 
awareness through dedicated visitor centres with coherent interpretative material that clearly 
differentiate the World Heritage values of K’gari-Fraser Island; and 

• clear articulation of the values and purposes of World Heritage listing for management and 
monitoring to reduce the impact of people by applying robust and defensible measurements of the 
extent, severity and duration of environmental harm caused to species, ecosystems and physical 
values by human activities. 

 
Further details of this special issue, including Abstracts for each article and a number of free download 
options, can be found on the FINIA blog, at: http://finia.org.au/2015/08/03/future-of-an-icon-kgari-fraser-
island-climate-change-and-social-expectations/  

 

 

Angela Wardell-Johnson, Curtin University 
 

Swamp Orchid YouTube channel launched 
  
Aimed at educating the community about the endangered 
swamp orchid, a new YouTube channel ‘Swamp Orchid’ 
has been created to showcase the PhD project undertaken 
by Laura Simmons at the University of the Sunshine Coast 
(USC) under the guidance of Assoc Prof Alison Shapcott. 
This project studies the swamp orchid Phaius australis 
from the north-eastern coast of Australia, to assist its 
conservation. The study investigated the orchid’s threats, 
genetic diversity recovery from fire and potential 
responses to climate change.  
 
The Swamp Orchid YouTube channel, https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCegFJvvIFm-75fZ_8noC9fQ, 
offers three video modules:  
 
Meet the Phaius: This video introduces the endangered swamp orchid Phaius australis and highlights the 
community interest and concern for the conservation of this species. https://youtu.be/wTOKjNWtVsA   

 
Laura Cam on Phaius: This video follows USC PhD 
student Laura Simmons as she travels to some of 
Australia's most scenic locations to discover more 
about this beautiful orchid. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFi_-7HPoDE   
 
Lowdown on the swamp orchid: This video tells 
the story of Phaius australis that was revealed by 
USC PhD student Laura Simmons and the 
implications for its conservation and restoration. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLzSF_9WPc
U   
 

http://finia.org.au/2015/08/03/future-of-an-icon-kgari-fraser-island-climate-change-and-social-expectations/
http://finia.org.au/2015/08/03/future-of-an-icon-kgari-fraser-island-climate-change-and-social-expectations/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCegFJvvIFm-75fZ_8noC9fQ
https://youtu.be/wTOKjNWtVsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tFi_-7HPoDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLzSF_9WPcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLzSF_9WPcU
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Managing Values other than Outstanding Universal Value on 
Fraser Island World Heritage Area 
 
Fraser Island World Heritage Area is recognised for geological and geomorphic values of island formation 
and for biological processes relating to rainforest succession on high dunes.  World Heritage Area listing did 
not extend to Aboriginal heritage significance, despite the acknowledged tangible and intangible cultural 
values of Fraser Island (known to Butchulla Traditional Owners as K’gari) in the form of campsites, scarred 
trees, shell middens, story places and the Indigenous knowledge of landscape and species management.  
Nevertheless, management of K’gari can and does take Butchulla knowledge into account.   
 
The Fraser Island World Heritage Area managers are formally advised by three Advisory Committees: the 
Fraser Island World Heritage Area Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC), the Community Advisory 
Committee (CAC) and the Indigenous Advisory Committee (IAC). These committees help ensure that a 
range of values, including Aboriginal heritage values, are reviewed, and where deemed appropriate, taken 
into account by managers. For example, in 2014, Butchulla concerns regarding the proposed management 
of Takky Wooroo (Indian Head) were aired at a combined Advisory Committee meeting, and managers 
responded by agreeing to seek further information from Butchulla knowledge holders before proceeding 
with planning proposals. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The three Advisory Committees thus have an opportunity to ensure that the full range of values of K’gari 
are considered for incorporation into management planning for this World Heritage place, despite the 
formal limitations of listing. It is imperative that the Advisory Committees are continued into the future, 
with appropriate levels of government funding and support. 

Annie Ross, University of Queensland 
 

Anne Ross’s full article, ‘Managing Values Other than Outstanding Universal Value—A case study from 
K’gari (Fraser Island World Heritage Area), Queensland, Australia’, originally published in Historic 
Environment, 26(2), 2014, can be found on the FINIA website at: http://finia.org.au/2015/08/03/managing-
values-other-than-outstanding-universal-value-on-fraser-island-world-heritage-area/  

 

The input of Butchulla knowledge holders is contributing to the management of Takky Wooroo (Indian Head) 

http://finia.org.au/2015/08/03/managing-values-other-than-outstanding-universal-value-on-fraser-island-world-heritage-area/
http://finia.org.au/2015/08/03/managing-values-other-than-outstanding-universal-value-on-fraser-island-world-heritage-area/
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Tracking collars fitted to ‘high-risk’ Fraser Island dingoes in an 
effort to monitor their movements 
 

The Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service has commenced a trial 
to track dingoes (that have shown aggressive behaviour) through 
the use of tracking and high visibility collars.   
It is anticipated that the information derived from the tracking 
collars will provide a better understanding of specific dingoes’ 
movements, which will better inform which risk intervention 
measures are most suitable for specific circumstances.   
The collars are a lightweight design for wildlife management and 
do not impede the dingo in any way. They can be released 
automatically from the animal at any time and can also be 
programmed to release after a selected period of time. Both the 
tracking and high-visibility collars will also allow people to more 
easily recognise high-risk animals.  
 
Managing dingo conservation and visitor safety on the island includes a range of intervention 

techniques, with the use of 
tracking and high-visibility 
collars enhancing the 
current program. Their 
introduction is anticipated 
to reduce risk to human 
safety and boost dingo 
welfare by assisting in 
preventing the animals’ 
behaviour escalating to 
the point that humane 
destruction is a necessary 
management option.  

 
Submitted by QPWS 

 

Strategic Funding for Pest Management 
 
Funding applications for state government 
pest management projects were recently 
approved for the Great Sandy National Park.  
 
The annual funding for 2015 will assist in 
the control of a number of priority pest 
species between Cooloola and Fraser Island 
that threaten coastal dune vegetation along 
Australia’s east coast. These species can 
outcompete and in many cases totally 
replace native flora by invading undisturbed 
as well as disturbed areas, and in some 
cases can create a favourable environment 
for other highly invasive weeds. 

Movement patterns of a dingo fitted with a satellite tracking collar over a four-day period. 

Ranger Blair O’Connor with recently located Bitou bush 
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Newly funded projects that will add to the work already done by rangers will include a Giant Rat’s-tail Grass 
Control Program around Central Station, Dundubara and other specific visitor areas, and a Guinea Grass 
Control Program for the Hook Point Inland road and Cooloola. 
Ongoing funding has also been approved for existing priority projects on Fraser Island, such as the: 

 Pandanus Jamella Survey and Control Program 

 Bitou (still the only recorded Class 1 pest on Fraser Island and a Weed of National Significance) 

 Sisal Hemp Control Program for Bogimbah Cultural Heritage area 

 Cassia around Happy Valley (to continue the collaborative control program). 

These projects will provide ongoing opportunities for collaboration, as contractors and volunteers will 
continue to be sought to assist QPWS with this important work. 

Submitted by Linda Behrendorff, QPWS 
 
Dates for the Diary 
 
What:  Sand, Sea and Sun: 2015 Fraser Island Conference 
Where: University of the Sunshine Coast, Sippy Downs 
When:  12 August 2015 
For: Registration for this conference is now open. Registration includes a full day of presentations, 

a light lunch, morning and afternoon tea.  For more details, please see the article on page 7 
of this newsletter. To register, please go to  https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/6th-biennial- 
fraser-island-conference-tickets-16152826539   

Cost: $100 ($80 for FIDO members, $60 for students and concessions)   
More info: John Sinclair – john@sinclair.org.au or phone 0418 650 535 
 
What: CVA Naturewise Conservation holiday – Fraser Island Conservation 
Where: Departing and returning to Maroochydore 
When: 10-14 August and 14-18 September and 12-16 October 
For:  4 night’s accommodation on Fraser Island, return transfers from Maroochydore, all meals.  

Maximum 7 passengers, Conservation Volunteers guide, conservation activities, scheduled 
sightseeing activities on Fraser Island 

Cost: From $720 (camping) or $840 (dorm room) – check price for your trip! 
More info: www.naturewise.com.au, bookings@naturewise.com.au or phone 1800 032 501 
 
What:  Fraser Island ECO Excursions for Schools  
For: ECOllaboration is also taking school bookings for ECO Excursions to Fraser Island.  These 

excursions link to the Australian Curriculum for subjects in Science, Geography, Maths, 
History, Civics, Business, Arts, Health and Technology and also meets the cross curriculum 
priority of sustainability in the curriculum.   

More info: For a personalised and fully costed experience contact jacqui@ECOllaboration.org.au  or call 
(07) 5313 4059. 

Pandanus Jamella infestation near Yidney bypass 

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/6th-biennial-%20fraser-island-conference-tickets-16152826539
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/6th-biennial-%20fraser-island-conference-tickets-16152826539
mailto:john@sinclair.org.au
http://www.naturewise.com.au/
mailto:bookings@naturewise.com.au
mailto:jacqui@ECOllaboration.org.au
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What:  FINIA Tenth Anniversary Celebration   
Where: Fraser Island 
When:  24-26 November 2015  
For: Expressions of interest for this event are now open. Participants have the option of 

participating for a single day’s workshop and planting event or an extended 2+ day trip with 
site visits.   

Cost: Various – depending on accommodation and catering options.   
More info: Sue Sargent – sue.sargent@bmrg.org.au or phone (07) 4181 2999 ext. 204. 
 
What:       FIDO Weed Working Bees 
Where:      Fraser Island 
When:          16-22 August, 8-14 November (Happy Valley) and 24 October to 1 November (Eurong) 
For:         We aim for a minimum of 20 hours of volunteer work during the week. While any 

enthusiastic volunteers will be welcome, those who are able to carry and pump backpack 
sprays for weed control are particularly supported. 

Cost:            FREE (although a donation towards costs is appreciated) 
More info:     John Sinclair - john@sinclair.org.au or phone 0418 650 535 
 
 
Funding Opportunities 
 
What: Norman Wettenhall Foundation – Small Environmental Grant Scheme 
For:  Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living 

environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are to 
support Australian biodiversity projects that are concerned with one or more of the 
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building 
(training) and research/science.  NWF has funded projects ranging from supporting local 
communities to maintain or restore habitat; to the production of education kits; and the 
publication and dissemination of research information. 

When: Expressions of interest opened 23 June (Trustee meeting 18 August 2015) - get in early! 
Phone:  (03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer  
Email:  beth@nwf.org.au  
Website:  http://www.nwf.org.au/  
 
What: Queensland Indigenous Land and Sea Grants 
For: Grants of up to $100,000 for Indigenous communities to support projects that build their 

capacity to conserve environmental and cultural resources. The program supports on-ground 
environmental and cultural heritage projects, including those that contribute to the 
protection of the Great Barrier Reef. 

When: Closing date 28 August 2015 
Email: landandsea@ehp.qld.gov.au 
Phone:  (07) 4222 5527 
Website:  https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/community/grants-program/  
 
What: Gambling Community Benefit Fund 
For: One-off grants of up to $35,000 (inc. GST) for not-for-profit organisations to help provide 

community services or activities that benefit the Queensland community. 
When: Closing date for next for next round 31 August 2015 
Email: cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au 
Phone: (07) 3247 4284 
Website:  http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-

benefit-funding-programs  
 
 
 

mailto:sue.sargent@bmrg.org.au
mailto:beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
mailto:landandsea@ehp.qld.gov.au
https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/community/grants-program/
mailto:cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-benefit-funding-programs
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/community-benefit-funding-programs
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What: Australian Geographic Society Sponsorship  
For: Founded by Dick Smith, Each quarter up to $15,000 is made available for Australian 

Geographic Society Project Grants. Funding provided by the Society for Project Sponsorship 
target all four Project Categories: Science, Community, Adventure and Environment.  The 
society also offers seed grants between $500 and $3000.   

When: Round closes 30 November 2015 
Phone: (02) 9263 9825 
Email:  society@ausgeo.com.au 
Website: http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-

sponsorship  
 
What: Ian Potter Foundation 
For: Focus on support for urban and regional communities to live sustainably, and on preserving 

biodiversity, in the face of challenges such as land degradation, limited water resources and 
climate change.  Landscape-scale programs that work to protect areas of high conservation 
value are also a priority.  In addition, the Foundation supports smaller projects that 
encourage the role played by volunteers and environmental organisations in increasing 
public understanding and awareness of key issues. Two types of Environment & Conservation 
grants, small grants up to $20,000 and larger grants of $100,000 or more. 

When: Round 1, 2016 expressions of interest open 9 November 2015 (and close 11 December, 2015) 
with grants announced May 2016 

Phone: (03) 9650 3188 
Email:  admin@ianpotter.org.au 
Website:  http://www.ianpotter.org.au/home  
 
What: The Mullum Trust 
For: Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental outcomes.   

Grants are available from $100 to $10,000.  Projects with specific localised environmental 
outcomes are preferred, although projects which are locally based but have far reaching 
impacts are also encouraged. 

When: Ongoing 
Phone: Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658 
Email: rneoh@deloitte.com.au   
Website: http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/ 
 
What: Cheaperthanhotels Fundraising and Sponsorship Program 
For: Cheaperthanhotels offer a wide range of opportunities for sponsorship and fundraising 

support for community groups, non-profit organizations, schools, universities and sports 
clubs. Each organisation will be assessed on a case by case basis and you could gain anything 
from $250 up to $25,000 a year in funding.  

When: Ongoing 
Phone:  (02) 8263 5111 
Website: http://www.cheaperthanhotels.com/sponsorship/   
 
For those of you that like Facebook – you may want to keep an eye on Australian Grants and Awards page 
who keep a watchful eye on additional funding opportunities as they become available: 
https://www.facebook.com/ausgrants 
 

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-sponsorship
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/society/sponsorship/2013/11/apply-for-sponsorship
http://www.ianpotter.org.au/home
mailto:rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/
http://www.cheaperthanhotels.com/sponsorship/
https://www.facebook.com/ausgrants
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FINIA Tenth Anniversary Celebration – Expression of Interest 
We invite you to help us celebrate! 

Name: __________________________________________________________________________ 

Organisation: ___________________________________________________________________ 

Mobile: ______________________________ Email: ____________________________________ 

Yes, I am interested in attending FINIA’s Tenth Celebration Event.  I would like to participate in the 
following days’ activities: 

 Tuesday 24 November: Field trips to project sites – sharing information and learnings. 

 Wednesday 25 November: Workshop: “Ten years of FINIA” (a review of what has been 

accomplished to date and setting goals for the next decade) and a planting activity. 

 Thursday 26 November: Site visit and departure.   

Accommodation needs: 

 I do not need any accommodation 

 I will need accommodation at Dilli Village for the following nights – please indicate your 

preferences (please note that your first choice may not be available).   

Room Type/Date Cabin (sleeps up 
to five people) 
$120 

½ cabin (sleeps 
up to two 
people) $75 

Bunkhouse (sleeps 
up to two people) 
$50 

Camping (5m x 
5m) $10 per adult 

24/7/15     

25/7/15     

 

For more information about the accommodation at Dilli Village, please check out their website: 
http://www.usc.edu.au/learn/the-usc-experience/study-locations/fraser-island-research-and-learning-
centre/accommodation-booking-and-facilities  

 
Transport needs: 

 I will be bringing my own/organisation’s vehicle and have _____ seats available for others 

 I do not have a suitable vehicle and would like to share transport / fuel costs if possible. 

Other:  

 
Please submit this Expression of Interest to contactfina@gmail.com by Friday 21 August. 

Please use this space to put in any other details or offers of assistance, for example site visit suggestions. 

 

http://www.usc.edu.au/learn/the-usc-experience/study-locations/fraser-island-research-and-learning-centre/accommodation-booking-and-facilities
http://www.usc.edu.au/learn/the-usc-experience/study-locations/fraser-island-research-and-learning-centre/accommodation-booking-and-facilities

